UK VOYAGE
ONCE IN A LIFE TIME OPPORTUNITY
In preparation for the Darwin200 voyage around the world following Charles Darwin’s journey on
HMS Beagle, (see www.darwin200.com ), Darwin200 has chartered the tall ship Pelican of London to undertake
a voyage around the UK over the summer of 2021 to test our project systems, undertake promotional activities in
major UK cities and ports, and to visit the most spectacular and interesting islands in the British Archipelago!

JOIN THE 2021 UK VOYAGE
Learn the ropes sailing aboard the spectacular tall ship Pelican of London
and be part of the Darwin200 2021 UK Voyage!
Between stops in ports around the UK’s coasts, we will sail to the most interesting and beautiful corners of the
British Isles. We will explore breath-taking lochs and pass dramatic castles. We will land (where possible) to see
circles of ancient standing stones, and (weather-permitting) the abandoned villages of the mysterious island of
St Kilda, spot whales, seals and dolphins, and pass immense cliffside seabird colonies!
Watch our UK Voyage Promo Video here: https://youtu.be/kh1vn07tA3Q

THE BEST BIT!
A large part of the Darwin200 2021 UK Voyage’s budget is already paid for through sponsorship and a wildlife
documentary filming project (a cameraman will be on board the ship during the 2021 voyage filming wildlife
throughout the journey)! You can take part in this voyage at a fraction of the actual cost! We ask you to contribute
to your food costs, equipment and the expenses directly incurred by your participation (see following pages).

MAGICAL
ISLANDS
The British archipelago comprises over 6,000 islands.
In 2019, Lonely Planet selected the UK’s outer islands as one of the best destinations in Europe! They are often
voted amongst the most beautiful islands in the world, yet few outsiders get to experience them in full. The
Darwin200 UK Voyage will take you to discover the magic of these isles shimmering in the sea mists.
Last year, during the summer of 2020, Darwin200 chartered Pelican of London and undertook a very successful
7 week journey around the UK. Our team of young scientists undertook science projects in UK waters, and
observed countless common dolphins, harbour porpoises, many bottle nosed dolphins, great numbers of sunfish,
blue fin tuna, a basking shark, several minke whales and immense seabird colonies (including tens of thousands
of northern gannets on Bass Rock).
We also visited the 5,000 year old standing-stone circles of Callenish, a village of traditional blackheath houses,
the beautiful white sand beaches of the Scilly Isles and countless other fascinating sites of interest.
Benefiting from the experience of running 2020 voyage, we have planned this 2021 charter to be even better. The
2021 trip is starting earlier in the year (for better weather) and we have scheduled more time at each location that
we sail to, in order to provide even greater opportunities to landing ashore, observing wildlife and visiting sites
of interest. Watch our UK Voyage Promo Video here: https://youtu.be/kh1vn07tA3Q
To understand what the Darwin200 2021 UK Voyage will be like, we strongly recommend that you watch the
25 online videos created during our 2020 trip (see links on page 16 of this document).

JOIN
US
We are looking for voyage crew to supplement our professional crew to sail Pelican of London
No previous sailing experience is required.
The professional crew will offer participants all required training and guidance. Participants will be expected to
assist with sailing in 4 hour on / 8 hour off shifts. This is an incredible opportunity to learn how to sail, or to have a
unique sailing experience led by professional sailors on a stunning tall ship!
Note: a large part of your participation costs are covered through existing sponsorship. The contribution you pay
(below in red) helps to cover your food and other direct expenses incurred as a result of your participation (approx
£90.00 per night). Watch our UK Voyage Promo Video here: https://youtu.be/kh1vn07tA3Q

VOYAGE LEG 1: Folkestone to Glasgow (Sunday May 16th to Saturday, June 12th).

Arrive in Folkestone by 12:00 noon (lunchtime) on Sunday May 16th for sail training on May 16th and May
17th, ready to set sail on May 18th. 28 days / 27 nights: £2,500 contributed by participant.

VOYAGE LEG 2: Glasgow to Portree, Isle of Skye (Sunday June 13th to Saturday July 17th).

Arrive in Glasgow by 12:00 noon (lunchtime) on Sunday June 13th for sail training on June 13th and June 14th,
ready to set sail on June 15th. 35 days / 34 nights: £3,150 contributed by participant.
Note: Portree is easy to access by road from mainland Scotland. Trains or buses service nearby Kyle of Lochalsh.

VOYAGE LEG 3: Portree to London (Sunday July 18th to Saturday August 14th).

Arrive in Portree by 12:00 noon (lunchtime) on Sunday July 18th for sail training on July 18th and July 19th,
ready to set sail on July 20th. 28 days / 27 nights: £2,500 contributed by participant.
Come for any combination of the above Voyage Legs!
You can leave before the end point of any Voyage Leg. For example, if you are available for only 20 days, you
may join at the start of any leg and leave early after 20 days rather than the planned end point. Note: we cannot
discount costs for ‘early leavers’. Planned dates for reaching ports may be subject to weather delays).

Email info@darwin200.com for more information and to sign up!

Sailing Pelican of London is an incredible experience. From observing sunsets from the deck, to seeing dolphins
in the bow wave, you’ll leave this voyage with memories that you will never forget.
Participants much be aware that this voyage is not a luxury cruise. All voyage crew will be expected to take part in
sailing activities, including night watches. Please watch our 2020 voyage videos to make sure this trip is right
for you (see page 16). A reasonable level of fitness and willingness to work together are essential.
SAIL TRAINING: No prior sailing experience is required. All participants need to arrive approx. 36 hours before
we set sail for safety briefing and sail training sessions. For example, to join Voyage Leg 1, you are required to
arrive at Pelican of London in Folkestone by 12 noon on Sunday, May 16th for training sessions on the afternoon
of May 17th and all of May 17th, ready to set sail on May 18th.
VOYAGE DATES: we have carefully scheduled each Voyage Leg to minimise the number of ‘work days’ required
by those taking leave from their employment. Each Voyage Leg requires you to arrive on a Sunday by noon
(allowing travel beforehand over the previous Friday, Saturday or Sunday morning). All voyage legs end on
a Saturday, giving you the weekend to return home and re-adjust to normality before returning to work the
following Monday. Only 20 work days leave are needed to join Voyage Leg 1 and Voyage Leg 3, and only 25 work
days are needed for Voyage Leg 2.
COVID-19: a rigorous Covid-19 strategy is in place to prevent Covid-19 being contracted by any participants of
the UK Voyage. This strategy worked extremely effectively during our 2020 voyage, during which no Covid-19
cases arose whatsoever. All participants will be tested for Covid-19 prior to commencement of the UK Voyage.
Temperatures will be taken on a daily basis for the first 14 days of participation. Protocols will be in place
throughout the voyage, to ensure we undertake this journey Covid-19 free, so all participants are safe!

TO SIGN UP please email info@darwin200.com
We will send you a detailed ‘Voyage Information Document’ which contains
everything you need to know about this voyage.
If you choose to participate, a £500 deposit is required to secure a place,
with the balance due by April 30th, 2021.

ITINERARY
Preparing an detailed day-by-day itinerary in advance is not practical for long tall ship voyages, as weather
conditions are extremely likely to alter the intended route, the locations that can be visited, and the amount of
time that can be spent at each place along the route.
Over the following pages, the rough plan and intended locations of each voyage leg are presented. Considerable
buffer time has been built into each segment of each voyage leg plans. Participants should expect the plans for
each voyage leg to change, as they will be adjusted in response to weather conditions that we experience.
On board Pelican of London, weather updates will be discussed during each morning briefing, and the itinerary
for the coming few days will be presented, discussed and updated.
Keeping the itinerary somewhat flexible offers many advantages: we can spend additional time at sites during
times of good weather and adjust our plan in response to opportunities (e.g. wildlife movement such as reports
of basking shark sightings). Watch our UK Voyage Promo Video here: https://youtu.be/kh1vn07tA3Q
Buffer days are included towards the end of each voyage leg to increase the likelihood that we arrive at the
planned end points on schedule. While reaching the end point of each voyage leg on schedule is our firm
intention, exact arrival times cannot be guaranteed, and in the event of extreme weather conditions, the
possibility of unintended delays cannot be ruled out.
Breaks in ports around the UK will take place every few days throughout the voyage to allow participants to
rest from sailing activities, and to enable the Darwin200 team to undertake activities for sponsors and partners
(as sponsorship pays for a major part of the costs of this voyage). These will be added to the plans below.
Throughout each voyage leg, it is our intention to enable participants to explore onshore as much as possible
(as weather, Covid-19 restrictions and other circumstances allow).
Many of the locations on the voyage leg plans offer excellent snorkelling opportunities. Snorkelling will be
possible, as weather and circumstances allow. Participants are required to bring their own snorkel equipment.
Diving is also possible during the Darwin200 2021 UK Voyage (a compressor will be available for use), however
those interested in diving must possess dive qualifications and bring equipment. Email info@darwin200.com
to discuss diving options.
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VOYAGE LEG 1
VOYAGE LEG 1: Folkestone to Glasgow (Sunday May 16th to Saturday, June 12th).
Arrive in Folkestone by 12:00 noon (lunchtime) on Sunday May 16th for sail training on May 16th
and May 17th, ready to set sail on May 18th.
28 days / 27 nights: £2,500 contributed by participant.

Email info@darwin200.com for more information and to sign up!
Day 1 (Sunday, May 16th): Arrive at Pelican of London in Folkestone, England by 12:00 noon (lunchtime) for
afternoon safety briefings and sail training sessions. All accommodation and meals included from this point
aboard Pelican of London until breakfast on final day of this voyage leg.
Day 2 (May 17th): Full day of safety briefings and sail training sessions on Pelican of London in Folkestone.
Day 3 (May 18th) - Day 7 (May 23rd): Depart Folkestone and sail to the Channel Islands (gentle start to sailing
to ‘learn the ropes’). Over several days, we sail around Guernsey, Jersey and Alderney, landing and exploring
ashore where possible. We discover fascinating islands home to beautiful beaches, diverse wildlife and filled
with history: ancient burial chambers, neolithic passage graves and medieval castles. Call into Southampton.

Day 8 (May 24th) - Day 10 (May 26th): We sail west along the spectacular South Coast of England, past
the Jurassic Coast of Dorset and Portland Bill. The Darwin200 2020 UK Voyage observed large numbers of
dolphins, porpoises and sunfish in the waters along the South Coast.
We anchor near to the dramatic castle of St Michael’s Mount, Britain’s answer to France’s Mont-Saint-Michel.

A tidal island connected to the mainland by a man-made causeway of granite, it is home to an imposing castle
complex which dates back to the 12th century. If weather permits, we land nearby and visit the castle.
Day 11 (May 27th) - Day 14 (May 30th): We sail to the beautiful Scilly Isles and explore the islands’ white
beaches and ‘sub-tropical’ vegetation’ warmed by the Gulf Stream. Weather permitting, there are excellent
snorkelling opportunities with diverse marine life! We spent two days exploring these exquisite islands, and
landing ashore, where possible.
Day 16 (May 31st) - Day 18 (June 2nd): We sail north along the Cornish coast, sighting Tintagel Castle perched

atop of the mysterious Tintagel Island, and claimed to be home to the legend of King Arthur.

We land on Lundy Island, home to spectacular wildlife (especially extensive seabird populations, including
Manx shearwaters which often land in the ship’s rigging). Lundy is home to a historic, stone village and pub!
Day 19 (June 3rd) - Day 25 (June 9th): We sail to the Isle of Man and circumnavigate the island. Inhabited for

over 6,500 years, generations of Manxmen have watched for invaders from the island’s central peaks, where
all five kingdoms can be seen on clear days (Ireland, Scotland, Wales, England and Heaven). Today, the Isle
of Man is famous for its unique Manx cats (that lack tails) and Manx Loaghtan sheep (with bizarre horns),
as well as one of the world’s basking shark hotspots. Sailing around the island, we keep a close watch out for
basking sharks, and explore the beautiful coasts and beaches of the Isle of Man, landing where possible.

Day 26 (June 10th) - Day 27 (June 11th): We sail to Glasgow with the chance to see dolphins and minke whales
along the way as we pass one of Europe’s largest windfarms.
Day 28 (Saturday, June 12th): Disembarkation in Glasgow by 10 am. END OF VOYAGE LEG.
Note: rest days in key ports will be scheduled over the course of the above Voyage Leg. The above itinerary will
change (as a result of the dynamic nature of tall ship voyages). But above is an outline of the intended plan.

VOYAGE LEG 2
VOYAGE LEG 2: Glasgow to Portree (Sunday June 13th to Saturday July 17th).
Arrive in Glasgow by 12:00 noon (lunchtime) on Sunday June 13th for sail training on June 13th
and June 14th, ready to set sail on June 15th.
Note: Portree is easy to access by road from mainland Scotland. Trains or buses service nearby Kyle of Lochalsh.
35 days / 34 nights: £3,150 contributed by participant.

Email info@darwin200.com for more information and to sign up!
Note: Voyage Leg 2 is planned a little differently from Voyage Legs 1 and 3. This leg is focused on offering the very
special opportunity to visit the breath-taking islands of St Kilda (one of the most spectacular of all the British
Isles) and Rockall (which very few people visit - especially on a tall ship)!
Visits to St Kilda and Rockall are extremely weather-dependent (reaching neither is guaranteed). Fortunately, the
Hebrides are regarded as among the most beautiful temperate islands of the world, with no end of fascinating
locations to visit (see next page). We will explore the Hebrides whilst waiting for suitable weather. When a suitable
weather window does arise, we will sail directly to St Kilda and Rockall (prioritising the former). If we experience
good weather, visiting both should be possible within 7-10 days, allowing the rest of the duration of this leg to be
dedicated to visiting the most fascinating and beautiful sites that the beautiful Hebrides have to offer!
Day 1 (Sunday, June 13th): Arrive at Pelican of London in Glasgow by 12:00 noon (lunchtime) for afternoon
safety briefings and sail training sessions. All accommodation and meals included from this point aboard Pelican
of London until breakfast on final day of this voyage leg.
Day 2 (June 14th): Full day of safety briefings and sail training sessions on Pelican of London in Glasgow.
Day 3 (June 15th) - Day 5 (June 17th): Depart Glasgow and sail to Hebrides. Explore Hebrides until a suitable
weather window presents.

Day 6 (June 18th) - Day 33 (July 15th): Use weather window to sail to St Kilda and Rockall then return back to
the Hebrides.
On St Kilda, perhaps the highlight of the entire voyage, we have a day ashore to explore the world-famous
abandoned stone villages, observe immense seabird colonies (home to more than 60,000 gannet nests alone!)
and hike amongst some of the most dramatic scenery in Europe.
If weather permits sailing to Rockall, we will glimpse the dramatic, rocky cliffs of this uninhabited granite islet.
The journey there and back provides a fantastic opportunity to sail Pelican of London on the open sea, using her
spectacular square sails to their best!
After visiting St Kilda and Rockall, we spend the remaining days to visit many of the most enchanting islands in
Europe. Our exact itinerary will depend upon the weather, but we can develop a route through the breath-taking
islands and sea lochs of the Hebrides with the goal of visiting the following (landing where conditions allow):

Isles of Lewis and Harris, stunning islands of wind-lashed heathland devoid of trees, but favoured by
a surprisingly mild climate warmed by the Gulf Stream, and littered with exquisite white sand beaches and
turquoise waters. Across these islands, the classic Scottish highland cattle were bred, alongside greylag geese
and golden eagles. Participants can visit the Callanish stone circle - 80 m long and 5,000 years old (older than
the Egyptian pyramids!) and visit a traditional Scottish black house village!
Isle of Skye, home to iron age hill forts, the spectacular Cuillin Mountains, and one of the British Isles’ most

dramatic landscapes around the Old Man of Storr pinnacle. Sailing south from the Isle of Skye, we pass several
of Scotland’s most dramatic island castles, including Duart Castle on the Isle of Mull.

We can sail to see the Corryvreckan whirlpool, the third largest whirlpool in the world, where flood tides and
inflow from the Firth of Lorne can create waves of more than 9 m. The roar of the resulting maelstrom can be
heard 15 km away!
Lastly, we visit Staffa Island, perhaps the most bizarre of all of the western British Isles. Named by Vikings

from the old Norse word stave, meaning ‘pillar’, it is made of giant, basalt pillar-like columns. We explore the
unearthly landscape of Staffa Island, and visit Fingal’s Cave, famed for its acoustics and “wind music”.

Day 34 (July 16th): Sail to Portree, on the Isle of Skye, Scotland. Portree is now considered to be among the “20
most beautiful villages in the UK and Ireland”! Note: Portree is easy to access by road from mainland Scotland.
Trains or buses service nearby Kyle of Lochalsh. We may collectively organise a group coach (at additional cost
- approx £40 per person) to provide transport from Glasgow to Portree to make travel easy!
Day 35 (Saturday, July 17th): Disembarkation in Portree by 10 am. END OF VOYAGE LEG.
Note: rest days in key ports will be scheduled over the course of the above Voyage Leg. The above itinerary will
change (as a result of the dynamic nature of tall ship voyages). But above is an outline of the intended plan.

VOYAGE LEG 3
VOYAGE LEG 3: Portree to London (Sunday July 18th to Saturday August 14th).
Arrive in Portree by 12:00 noon (lunchtime) on Sunday July 18th for sail training on July 18th and
July 19th, ready to set sail on July 20th.
28 days / 27 nights: £2,500 contributed by participant.

Email info@darwin200.com for more information and to sign up!
Day 1 (Sunday, July 18th): Arrive at Pelican of London at Portree, Isle of Skye, Scotland by 12:00 noon (lunchtime)
for afternoon safety briefings and sail training sessions. All accommodation and meals included from this point
aboard Pelican of London until breakfast on final day of this voyage leg. Note: Portree is easy to access by road from
mainland Scotland. Trains or buses service nearby Kyle of Lochalsh. We may collectively organise a group coach
(at additional cost - approx £40 per person) to provide transport from Portree to Glasgow to make travel easy!
Day 2 (July 19th): Full day of safety briefings and sail training sessions on Pelican of London in Portree.
Day 3 (July 20th) - Day 5 (July 22nd): Depart Portree and sail to Orkney Islands (gentle start to sailing to ‘learn
the ropes’). We pass dramatic coastlines along the north west coast of Scotland.
Day 6 (July 23rd) - Day 8 (July 25th): We arrive at the beautiful Orkney Islands and sail around the archipelago.
We land, where possible, to explore ashore. The Orkney Islands are home to a strong legacy of Norse culture and

are rich with wildlife and ancient history, including Skara Brae, Europe’s most complete Neolithic village.

Day 9 (July 26th) - Day 10 (July 27th): We sail north to the Shetland Islands.
Day 11 (July 28th) - Day 13 (July 30th): Pelican of London arrives off the rugged Shetlands Humans have lived

here since the Mesolithic period and the legacy of Viking and Nordic influences runs deep across these most
northerly British Isles. Norse words survive in the language and in the place names on the map. We land, where
possible. Participants may visit Jarlshof (which has been described as “one of the most remarkable archaeological
sites ever excavated in the British Isles”), to see the excavated ruins of a Norse longhouse and settlement.
We sail around the Shetland archipelago and visit seabird cliffs home to thousands of gannets. We have a chance
to see varied wildlife, including orcas and sea otters (Shetland has the highest density of otters in Europe). On
shore, we meet diminutive Shetland ponies and charming, distinct local cultures.

Day 14 (July 31st) - Day 16 (August 2nd): We sail South from the Shetland Islands to Bell Rock, circling the historic
lighthouse that marks treacherous waters that even the Viking raiders feared and wrote about in their sagas.
Day 17 (August 3rd) - Day 18 (August 4th): We reach Bass Rock a tiny isle in the Firth of Forth that is home to the

ruins of a castle and monastery. The entire island is caked with the nests of more than 150,000 northern gannets
and is now the world’s largest colony of the species. We circumnavigate the island - the views of the cliffs filled
with countless gannets are spectacular. We will apply for permission to land. If weather allows, we will venture
ashore for an experience of a lifetime - see 2020 Darwin200 voyage video: https://youtu.be/mNHRYgWbBSk
Day 19 (August 5th) - Day 20 (August 6th): We sail South to the Farne Islands.
Day 21 (August 7th) - Day 22 (August 8th): We sail around the Farne Islands and land where weather conditions
allow. The Farne Islands have been used as a retreat for over 1,500 years by hermits and monks, as the spectacular

ruins of the ancient priory and castle testify. The tranquillity on these holy islands was abruptly smashed in 793
with a brutal Viking raid that marked the beginning of Europe’s Viking Age. The attack struck terror across the
British Isles as the first of three centuries of constant ‘heathen’ Norse plundering. Today, the isles are home to
massive seal and bird populations including puffins. Some of Britain’s largest seal haul outs can be seen on the
beaches. Snorkelling and drive trips may be possible around the islands.

Day 23 (August 9th) - Day 25 (August 11th): We sail south from the Farne Islands to the Thames Estuary.
Day 26 (August 12th): A whole day is dedicated to circumnavigating the bizarre World War II Maunsell sea forts

at Red Sands (see above), built to defend against naval attacks. Each of the six forts in the grouping was armed
with high calibre gun batteries. Today, the rusting ruins are an eerie sight, towering above the waves!

Day 27 (August 13th): We sail into London for our grande finale, passing under Tower Bridge - an incredible
experience! See the video from the end of the 2020 Darwin200 UK Voyage: https://youtu.be/rS5eJVWKSqg
Day 28 (Saturday, August 14th): Disembarkation in London by 10 am. END OF VOYAGE LEG.
Note: rest days in key ports will be scheduled over the course of the above Voyage Leg. The above itinerary will
change (as a result of the dynamic nature of tall ship voyages). But above is an outline of the intended plan.

OUR SHIP
Pelican of London is a 45 m sail training ship, built in 1948 as an Arctic trawler.
Since 2012, she has operated as a specialist sail training vessel for young people, by the charity Adventure
Under Sail. Pelican is ranked as a ‘Class A’ tall ship. She has three masts and a steel hull.
During the voyage, she will be crewed by professional crew along sailing participants known as voyage crew
(which you can be part of). Additionally, Darwin200 staff and young scientists will also be accommodated to
undertake exciting science projects during the UK Voyage.
Accommodation and meals will be aboard Pelican in comfortable (not luxurious) cabins. Each cabin consists
of four bunks and is single sex.

2020 VOYAGE
In 2020, we chartered Pelican of London to undertake a 7-week circumnavigation of the UK with specialist
environmental scientists onboard to mentor a group of young scientists. These scientists conducted a
programme of observations, experiments, discussions, and problem-solving sessions related to the health of
the UK’s surrounding waters.
A team of three cameramen filmed and edited 25 episodes during the 2020 voyage. These give an accurate
account of life aboard Pelican of London and an overview of the adventures you may experience on our 2021
voyage. Links to the 25 episodes are presented on the following page. Please also see: www.darwin200.com

25 films made during the 7-week Darwin200 2020 Voyage
2020 Voyage Episode 1: The Beginning (the start of the Darwin200 project)
https://youtu.be/KfLmuCcTCf4
2020 Voyage Episode 2: UK Voyage (the plan and the science team!)
https://youtu.be/tzjaclYzEGY
2020 Voyage Episode 3: Setting Sail (the Darwin200 UK Voyage begins, setting sail out of Sharpness Docks)
https://youtu.be/83ZyBcko-eo
2020 Voyage Episode 4: Dolphin Survey (Joe Ellison observes dolphins, whales, sharks and more)
https://youtu.be/Mk3P-ka0FGs
2020 Voyage Episode 5: Tackling Plastic (the Darwin200 team begins a survey of macro plastics in UK waters)
https://youtu.be/ux61BIRhhPQ
2020 Voyage Episode 6: Life Aboard (a glimpse at lift aboard the Darwin200 ship during the UK Voyage)
https://youtu.be/j4jRkW5aLys
2020 Voyage Episode 7: Journey to Scilly Isles (Darwin200 sails from Plymouth to the Scilly Archipelago)
https://youtu.be/Ei3cMptDBZE
2020 Voyage Episode 8: Micro plastics in UK waters (young scientists investigate the impact plastic waste)
https://youtu.be/5BX0OsH9nbE
2020 Voyage Episode 9: Diving the South West of the UK (the Darwin200 team explores British marine life)
https://youtu.be/WYCT1-Zbqck
2020 Voyage Episode 10: Sunfish (the Darwin200 team observe unusually high numbers of sunfish in UK waters)
https://youtu.be/j6xbYqw1BhU
2020 Voyage Episode 11: Manx shearwaters (30 shearwaters are released after landing on the Darwin200 ship)
https://youtu.be/r8Ms26WVhSs
2020 Voyage Episode 12: Darwin200 voyages north from Lundy (through bad weather to Europe’s largest windfarm)
https://youtu.be/MogQ4NSsvi8
2020 Voyage Episode 13: Plankton (Darwin200 young scientists study a world of life in a droplet of seawater)
https://youtu.be/7TfSGQrtFY0
2020 Voyage Episode 14: Rathlin Island (the Darwin200 team finds rocky reefs, kelp forests and grey seals)
https://youtu.be/AJc4dRUchLE
2020 Voyage Episode 15: Darwin200 arrives in Scottish Waters (the team observes highland cattle and a bait ball)
https://youtu.be/UKdQA2-mW-4
2020 Voyage Episode 16: Callanish Stones (Darwin200 team explores ancient bronze-age standing stone circle)
https://youtu.be/KIZ2Mz_TXTE
2020 Voyage Episode 17: Gearrannan Blackhouses (Darwin200 visits a village of traditional Scottish stone houses)
https://youtu.be/UXymrvGCLkE
2020 Voyage Episode 18: Wind Turbines (The Darwin200 young scientists create their own mini wind turbines)
https://youtu.be/rpwxaO3l8J8
2020 Voyage Episode 19: Hard Tack Bake Off! (a competition to see who can bake the best ship’s biscuits)
https://youtu.be/E_w28FpE1c0
2020 Voyage Episode 20: Naval History (Ash Dharmasingham compares the Darwin200 ship to Darwin’s HMS Beagle)
https://youtu.be/emFIvSw69wE
2020 Voyage Episode 21: Scottish Marine Life (underwater world of sea lochs, wave-lashed islands and narrows)
https://youtu.be/Y9slRf8C-6M
2020 Voyage Episode 22: Building a Wind Turbine (study project exploring sustainable wind power)
https://youtu.be/8nwIjX-TmHg
2020 Voyage Episode 23: Great Egg Challenge! (a tradition on the tallship Pelican of London)
https://youtu.be/L1kIC34qu7U
2020 Voyage Episode 24: Darwin200 visits Bass Rock (world’s largest breeding colony of northern gannets)
https://youtu.be/mNHRYgWbBSk
2020 Voyage Episode 25: UK Voyage finale (arrival into London and sailing under Tower Bridge)
https://youtu.be/rS5eJVWKSqg

SEE ALSO: our 2021 UK Voyage Promo Video here: https://youtu.be/kh1vn07tA3Q

